Protecting and Preserving Your Content

Secure

Many organizations need to release documents and multimedia artifacts
containing confidential or other sensitive information. In such cases, this
information may be obscured through a process referred to as redaction.

Configurable

RSuite Redaction provides the capability for users to move away from
manual redaction and allows electronic data and metadata to be
redacted automatically. Users create pre-defined rules and/or
templates that govern the redaction of the electronic data and metadata.
With this capability organizations see enormous improvements to their
productivity and a decrease in redaction time by up to 95%.

Cloud-based

Save time, money, and avoid errors by selecting RSuite Redaction and
Orbis Technologies!

Product Features

Integrates with Orbis content management
software and solutions.
Automatically redacts multi-media and final
work products based on corporate and
organizational defined guidance.
Captures disclosure guidance as templates
that are applied to multi-media and final work
products to ensure compliance before
distribution to third parties.
Configures organizational business processes
to orchestrate the production generation
process so that compliant redacted multimedia and final products are generated
automatically.
Utilizes an Administrator application
component that allows organizations to
sustain the application without vendor
support to change workflows, processes and
user interfaces.
Integrates with third party multi-media
viewers that users can inspect the source and
redacted artifacts.

Key Technical Components:
Uses a highly configurable Web
based User Interface to capture
disclosure guidance.
Industry Standard APIs are used to
integrate with third party software
components.
Utilizes an Industry standard
workflow orchestration engine.
A Rule engine applies redaction
templates to content.

Assign and configure user roles and
responsibilities.
Integrates with client security
architectures to provide single sign on
capabilities.

Benefits of Using Orbis Products &
Solutions

Orbis software has a global user community who work with our product developers to improve our
products. Our user base plays a critical role in shaping the way we upgrade and maintain our products.
All Orbis clients have access to a 24/7 help desk and with product documentation and support.

www.orbistechnologies.com

